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Introduction

Communal fascism arrives in coastal

Karnataka

In the first week of October 2006, violence erupted in

Mangalore and its surrounding areas in Dakshin Kannad

district. The bundhs called by the Sangh Parivar and its

affiliated organizations on October 5 and 6 turned life

around for Mangalore and its people. The police atrocities

that began the next day (7 October) continued the

offensive, shaking Mangalore and its people for another

three days.

A day before the bundhs were announced by the Hindutva

forces, i.e. 4 October, almost all political parties and pro-

Kannada organizations in the State announced a bundh

to underline the fact that Belgaum district was an integral

part of Karnataka. Several newspapers reported that

across the State life reached a standstill in response to

this bundh call. The response in Mangalore though was

poor. However, the bundh call given on 5 and 6 October

by Srirama Sene, Bajrang Dal and other affiliated

Hindutva organizations, for reasons completely

unassociated with the Belgaum issue, brought life to a

halt in Mangalore. In the days that followed though Sangh

Parivar’s direct violence ceased, atrocities from a

communalised police setup did not show signs of slowing

down. This in reality is what happened in Mangalore in

that one week.

The violence was a clear indicator of Mangalore’s divided

society and was a minor example of how the Sangh

Parivar forces have over the past years successfully

destroyed the secular fabric in this region by spewing

hatred into the minds of people. The kind of violence that



was unleashed was possible at any instance over the last

two years.

If we continue to remain silent, massacres and violence

on the scale of what took place in Gujarat in 2002, is

definitely possible. Already the district-in-charge minister

Nagaraj Shetty, who also happens to be a Sangh Parivar

member, has declared Narendra Modi to be his ideal

leader. He went further to state that Mangalore should be

“developed” along the lines of Gujarat. All independent

fact-finding initiatives have indicted his direct involvement

in the October violence.

The major opposition party in the State, Congress, as well

as the Mangalore unit of the Janata Dal called a press

conference to record their opinion about his involvement.

(In Karnataka, a coalition government is in place –

comprising the Janata Dal (Secular) and the BJP. They

assumed power in February 2006.)

On 6 October 2006, the Bangalore unit of the Karnataka

Komu Souharda Vedike (Karnataka Communal Harmony

Forum), gheraoed the Home Minister, M.P. Prakash

demanding that an enquiry be conducted into the role

essayed by the Sangh Parivar and police in the violence.

The Home Minister too, on the occasion, admitted the

direct involvement of Sangh Parivar in the Mangalore

violence. He also accepted that the district administration

and the police force in the region were communalized and

that he was unable to take any action to change the

situation.

The role played by the media in Dakshin Kannad and

Udupi districts is on the same scale as that of the Sangh

Parivar. By repeatedly publishing myths about the Muslim



community – that military training is imparted in the

madrasas and that Pakistani terrorists are sheltered

there; by misreporting incidents such as the Hajabba-

Hasanabba incident (where two Muslims were stripped,

paraded naked and brutally assaulted, the baseless

allegation of sighting of a Pakistani flag in the protests

held to condemn the Hajabba-Hasanabba assault – the

media too has had a definitive role in creating and

spreading communal riots. In all these instances, the media

organizations (not all) have functioned as team B of the

Sangh Parivar. In a very systematic manner, they have

proliferated the myths created by Sangh Parivar thus

ensuring that true information or the other side of truth has

been hidden completely. A detailed account of the role of

the media has been provided in a later article.

This is true not only in the case of Mangalore since the

Sangh Parivar’s attempt is to duplicate the Gujarat

experiment in Mangalore.

The Sangh Parivar manifests its agendas through several

means including targeted attacks on the minority

community members through extremely violent physical

attacks in order to undermine their moral strength; using

riots as a mechanism to weaken their economic strength

through attacks and destruction of their businesses,

factories, shops and by creating suspicion and myths in

the minds of society about minority community members.

The last method, propagation of false myths, ensures that

they win public support for their attacks. The Sangh Parivar

further aims to systematically work towards

communalizing the administrative forces, the police and

other lower levels of democratic institutions and the media.

The intention is to make these institutions then function

as extended units of the Sangh Parivar.



With this perspective in mind, they plant lies in the minds

of the oppressed and the marginalized sections of the

Hindus and create a false Hindu consciousness amongst

them. They treat them like servants; using them to create

a consciousness that minority community members, who

are just as oppressed and belong to their own class, are

their enemies.

It is possible to conclude in summary that the Sangh

Parivar is attempting to shape a fascist society (and

institutions) in Karnataka. They found some success in

Mangalore. And yet this is not restricted to Mangalore

alone as clearly, their attempt is to duplicate the Gujarat

experiment in Karnataka.

Sangh Parivar’s Hindutva – neither a Dharma nor
pro -Hindu : Though the obvious victims of the Sangh

Parivar’s fascist ideology appear to be the minority

communities who are not part of the Hindu community, in

reality, it also victimizes common Hindus and others who

do not subscribe to the Hindutva ideology and who do not

believe in the fascism espoused by the Sangh Parivar.

Patali Krishnaiah from Udupi was murdered because he

was a cattle trader. Hejmadi Vanitha committed suicide

unable to bear the humiliation meted out by Bajrang Dal,

humiliation meant to punish her for conversing with a

Muslim boy. These are only a few examples from the entire

region of coastal Karnataka signifing the anti-Hindu

stance of  the Sangh Parivar.

Undoubtedly, what these examples indicate is the coercive

nature of the fascist society being created by Sangh



Parivar. A coercion which demands that its definition of

Hinduism is the only true definition, the communities it

identifies as enemies deserve the hatred of the entire

society. Those who refuse to fall in line or accept these

diktats are immediately constructed as enemies of

Hinduism in general. That is why Sangh Parivar’s Hindutva

is against the majority of the Hindus since Hindu Dharma

is different from the Hindutva propagated by the Sangh

Parivar.

The Sangh Parivar’s Hiudutva is a faith that upholds

Brahminical notions of caste hierarchies that are defined

under Varnashrama. In our society, with the awakening of

the Shudra and Dalit consciousness (the majority of whom

are identified as Hindus by the Sangh Parivar), there has

been a rejection of the notions of Brahminism. In reaction

to this, the Sangh Parivar have extolled the concept of a

unified world Hindu society, creating false notions that the

Hindu religion is under attack from Islam faith. This is their

attempt to again bring the Shudra and Dalit community

within the Hinduism fold and place them again under the

Brahmins. Because of all this, we need to state that just

as Hindutva is inimical to other religious communities it is

destructive for the Dalits and Shudras also.

This attempt to execute its fascist ideology and bring

Shudras and Dalits under its Hindutva fold is not limited

to coastal Karnataka alone. In Bababudangiri (Chikmaglur

district) at the shrine of the famous Sufi saint Baba Budan,

the Sangh Parivar has again attempted to manipulate and

politicize the circumstances under the guise of religion. In

the name of liberating Dutta Peetha, they claim the shrine

for ‘Hindus’ alone brushing aside the years of tradition

practiced by the Dalits, Shudras on the one hand and on

the other followers of Sufi tradition. To some extent, they



have succeeded in creating an atmosphere of communal

tension in the region. But Karnataka Komu Souharda

Vedike and other progressive forces, have successfully

waged battle on political, ideological and organizational

fronts - unitedly, consistently and militantly. The inference

that we need to draw from this is that the reason for the

Sangh Parivar’s success in Mangalore lies in the absence

of such struggles in the area, the weaknesses of the

progressive forces and the lack of unity amongst the

people oppressed by the Sangh Parivar.

This situation has changed to some extent in the last 3 or

4 years – people oppressed have begun to unite and fight

back against the Sangh Parivar. Also, the progressive

forces that are a part of the Karnataka Komu Souharda

Vedike have firmly decided to not let the Gujarat

experiment succeed in Mangalore. Towards this, the

Vedike is harnessing all its energies to unite all

progressive forces in Karnataka, the affected

communities and those oppressed and marginalized by

the Brahminical ideologies of the Sangh Parivar. This is

a historical responsibility that the Vedike has undertaken,

a responsibility that is accompanied by a sense of

urgency. It is critical that the Vedike foil the Sangh Parivar’s

attempts in Mangalore just as it did in Bababudangiri; the

Vedike’s interventions there succeeded in protecting it

as a sacred Sufi site for the poor Hindus and Muslims

and to retain its history as a centre of communal harmony.

The Vedike believes that it is crucial to preserve this land

as sarvajanagandha shantiya thota (the garden of peace

for all communities, to quote Kuvempu). This is the main

aim of the struggle for communal harmony. The Sangh

Parivar too has launched a struggle to destroy the secular

fabric of this land; an effort that has gained strength after



its affiliated organization BJP joined the coalition

government.

If we have to defeat the Sangh Parivar’s work of breaking

the backs of the oppressed and the victimized people

and making them servants, it is very important to retain

and build the harmonious traditions of this land. In the first

time in Karnataka’s history, the BJP has come to power

and is using this position to strengthen its communal

agendas. It is essential for those who believe in harmony

to be more vigilant and to unite to fight together at this

juncture.

In this context, it is imperative to understand precisely what

took place in the recent Mangalore riots and to understand

the agenda raised by the Sangh Parivar in Mangalore.

This booklet, published by the Karnataka Komu Souharda

Vedike, is an effort to disseminate accurate information

about all this. It includes opinion pieces written by

recognized intellectuals from the region - G. Rajashekhar,

Pattabhirama Somayaji and Harshad Varkody. They not

only undertook an independent fact-finding initiative but

have for years monitored the rising tide of communalism

in the region. The booklet also includes a preliminary fact-

finding report from the all India level fact-finding team. (The

fact-finding effort was initiated by Peoples Democratic

Forum, Bangalore.) The articles scrutinize the

participation of the Sangh Parivar and the roles essayed

by the media, the police apparatus and other supportive

voices in the district administration and government.

This effort however is merely an introduction. The Vedike

is of the opinion that the effort behind the booklet needs

to taken further and that there is a clear need to undertake

a study to understand the secular and communally



sensitive traditions of Mangalore. It also resolves to initiate

both short-term and long-term programmes in the region

to regain the harmonious balance. Towards this, it has

taken a firm decision to unite and walk with everyone.

History of Communal Violence: UNTIL the 90s decade,

the history of communal riots was not important enough

to control either in Karnataka or in Mangalore. Though

there were communal riots before 1990, it did not have

the character of brutality and intolerance nor did it exhibit

the pre-planned nature and loss of trust between two

communities. These characteristics became more visible

after 1990. We could not see this kind of sharp division of

thought currently present in society or the kind of state

support that communalism now enjoys.

Undoubtedly the political and the cultural strategies

undertaken by the Sangh Parivar for several decades is

the reason for the society and the state’s increasing fascist

nature. More importantly, the process of globalization and

economic liberalization that started in The nineties decade

furthered the economic crisis and the social inequalities,

increased the crisis and the helplessness of the oppressed

sections of society. The Sangh Parivar manipulated this

crisis and constructing sentiments such as, “The Hindu

dharma and the nation is under attack from the Muslims

and this is the sole reason for all our problems.” They

created false fears and enemies; successfully replacing

the real problems of the oppressed communities.

The economic liberalization policies gave no space for

the electoral political parties to conduct elections in the

guise of addressing their hopes and expectations of the

oppressed communities. There was an uncertainty in the

country’s political space because of the loss of faith in the

country’s centrist forces after five decades of such work.



The failure of the parliamentary democracy in responding

to the growing crises of the masses created deep fissures

in the pretension of rule with consent. Hence the

parliamentary parties bereft of pro-people intent or content

resorted to raking up passions based on the religion,

language and other persuasions for political mobilization

to garner political legitimacy. It is in this context that the

BJP resorted to Hindutva politics and gained significant

victories.

Before 1968, there was no history of communal riots in

Mangalore. In the communal riots that took place then,

one Muslim was killed in the port area. Yet as Prof. Assadi,

asserts, it did not lead to communal clashes of any kind.

Thus, in the 80s though there existed an atmosphere of

communal tension and hatred in the rest of Karnataka,

Mangalore remained calm and untouched. But in the 80s

decade itself, Hindu Jagrana Vedike and other subsidiary

organizations of Sangh Parivar established themselves

in Puttur and other places with a long-term agenda in mind.

Because of this, the flames of communal hatred started

fanning across the undivided Dakshin Kannad district.

Thus when the entire nation burst into flames following the

Babri Masjid demolition in 1992, Mangalore too caught

fire.

In the violence that ensued in 1992, four Muslims and four

Hindus were killed. The fact-finding initiative undertaken

by Dakshin Kannad’s Anti-Communal Forum also

established that there were concrete attempts to destruct

the economic backbone of the minority community.

Following this, the constant efforts by the Sangh Parivar

to demonize the Muslim community in the minds of the

population found a bearing in the 1993 Suratkal communal



riots. The studies undertaken by South India’s well-known

thinkers G. Rajashekhar, Phaniraj, Fakir Ahmed Katapadi

and human rights organizations like PUCL and PDF

through their independent fact-finding reached the same

conclusion. They all conclusively stated that from 29

December 1998 to 5 January 1999 what took place were

not communal riots. Instead, this violence should be

characterized as the violence unleashed by the Sangh

Parivar on the Muslim community and that the main reason

for the situation to get tense was the demoralization of

the Muslim community by the Sangh Parivar through the

years. This was the opinion of the fact-finding teams.

In the days that followed, Sangh Parivar and its affiliated

organizations continued with their demoralization and the

construction of false notions about Muslims and the Islamic

faith that led to hatred for the Muslims. These were based

on the following notions – Muslims are killing the cow

sacred to Hindus, that they are pro-Pakistan and ISI

agents, they are misleading Hindu women and forcibly

converting them. Muslims were further charged with being

anti-national terrorists supporters and that they were

working against the interests of the nation… etc.

Without reflecting on these, without verifying the truths

underlying this the media have specially focused on these

reports and helped the hatred against the Muslims grow.

That there is no truth backing any of these notions is proved

constantly. But truth doesn’t spread as quickly as lies do.

If for 10-15 years lies are publicized as truths and find

adequate support in the media as well, it is obvious that

society’s notions and hatred about Muslims will be

established. In Germany too, to establish societal support

for his anti-Semitic programme, Hitler relied on his



information minister Goebbels. Such preconceptions can

lead to communal tensions for even baseless reasons.

So even when one-sided massacres of the constructed

enemy takes place, false justifications can mobilize public

opinions in favour of these massacres. It is for these

reasons that despite genocide in Gujarat, Narendra Modi

was able to come back to power. These situations are

perfect for fascism to grow and this situation exists not

only in Mangalore but also in the entire undivided Dakshin

Kannad district.

To aid the growth of their fascism, Sangh Parivar uses

false propaganda and rewrites history as well. Using the

notion that history is filled with instances of Hindus being

attacked by the Muslim outsiders, it justifies its present

attacks on Muslims. In this attempt, the fact that these

communities lived together and led a harmonious

independent life is completely erased. The Sangh Parivar

attacks on such notions extends to both the intellectual

and physical attacks. This is the main weapon that Sangh

Parivar uses to destroy the harmonious traditions of our

lives. In the struggle between the secular forces and the

fascist forces like the Sangh Parivar, it becomes

necessary to expose the false preconceptions and to

recreate the roots of our secular traditions and culture in

the present.

Mangalore that is Maikala – an inerasable
harmonious tradition: One of the biggest false notions

that they put forward constantly is that Muslims don’t belong

to this land. Though they have used this argument across

the entire country, they have not been able to use this

argument against the Muslims in Mangalore. Instead they

have principally used arguments such as they are

Pakistani agents, they kill sacred cows; forcibly convert



Hindus…etc in this entire region. There is an important

reason for this. Mangalore for many years has maintained

trade relations with outside countries especially the Arab

countries. Islam faith founded by Prophet Mohammed in

Arabia traveled to the southern coastal region of

Karnataka a few decades after its inception through

Muslim traders and through the Arab missionaries. This

Islam entered undivided Dakshin Kannad district between

700-800 AD. Around the same period, Jain and Buddhism

faiths that existed prominently in undivided Dakshin

Kannad district were losing their popularity. It was after

the rule of Banavasi Kadamba that Vedic Brahminism

started taking roots in Karavali. The hierarchies victimized

the oppressed people even more and marginalizing them

further. Islam as a religion entered Dakshin Kannad in this

particular cultural context. Studies by Abu Rehman Ahmed

Noorie, Prof. B.M. Ichlangod, Prof Wahab Doddamane,

scholar KG Vasanth Madhav, BA Salehton, KV Ramesh

take this point further.

In this land called Tulunadu, there were several people

from Buddhism and Jainism faiths who converted to Islam.

These scholars have given several examples.

That this land was once dominated by Buddhists is evident

from the name Mangalore – opined scholar BA Salehton.

In his opinion, the Durga Parameshwari temples seen

across Tulu Nadu were once upon a time Buddhist Viharas

and Mangalore’s Kadri temple too was a famous Buddhist

Vihara. Also Hindus, he feels that Mangala Devi was none

other than the Buddhist woman Tara Bhagwati. It is hence

important to note the Sangh Parivar’s Brahminical site

was in fact an important Buddhist centre.

In the same context, Mangalore’s Muslims call Mangalore

Maikala. This name is derived from Mayakala and means



the Mayasthala or the place of Maya. Salehton and several

other scholars named above believe that Maya Devi was

another name for Buddhist Tara Devi. Hence, the historical

origin of Mangalore city in its name itself signifies anti-

Brahminical notions and speaks of anti-Brahminical and

Muslim unity.

Just when Islam entered the undivided Dakshin Kannad

district there were fears founded on the Vedic Brahminical

notions of hierarchy. Hindutva forces cannot deny that

many Hindus voluntarily converted to Islam faith as they

were attracted by the lack of caste system in it. Even then

the Islam tradition in undivided Dakshin Kannad district

did not relate directly to the Arab traditions. The Muslims

in this region were primarily Bearys. Anybody who closely

studies Beary culture and traditions will immediately notice

the un-Islamic components as well as those that relate

closely to the Jain faith. Ahmed Noorie quotes instances

of Bearys’ houses being named as “Jainthan” or “Ballalga”

in support of this. Apart from all this, traditions such as

“Paaddhana” and “Bhootaradhane” famous in Tulunadu

contain several Beary “Paaddhanas” and “Bhootas”.

Important among this as Babriya Paaddhana and in the

Bhootas, Babriya, Alichamundi, Kudpal, Montighatuma

and several other Muslim Bhootas are an integral part in

Tulunadu’s culture asserts Prof Assadi. None of these are

purer Islamic traditions but are instead an intermingling

of Islamic, Buddhist, Jaina and Shudra cultures. This

stands as a symbol of the tradition of harmony in undivided

Dakshin Kannad district.

In the Beary society, there are definite shades of divisions

based on the caste system that we see in the Hindu culture.

Though there was no untouchability, till recently, we found

Agaakkar, Talakkar and Tala illathoru divisions and there



were clearly no intermixing or interdivision marriages as

pointed out by sociologists. But owing to Islamic faith

influence, such divisions in Beary society are being

forgotten. In any case there are clear evidences to show

that the Muslims are converts from Buddhism and Jainism.

This tradition of harmony has set the context for a lot of

give and take amongst the communities. For example,

the incident which was highlighted in the recent Mangalore

riots was the Bappa-Beary tableau. Bappa Beary was a

prominent Muslim trader from Mulki who donated his land

to build a Durga Parmeshwari temple. Even though this

stands as an obvious example of communal harmony in

previous ages, such kind of give and take was extremely

common. In Udyavara Madha, a lot of festive processions

begin with a visit to the local Masjid. They call this

Shekarikhara visit. Also, in a lot of temples, the

responsibility of playing Nadaswara and of beating the

thamate is given to the local Beary. Such extensive history

of harmony that existed in the daily lives of Muslims and

Hindus cannot be easily destroyed by the Sangh Parivar.

Karavali Sufis: Like we see in other places in the State,

the intermingling of the Sufis and the local oppressed

communities is obvious in Karavali as well. According to

some sources, Islam’s influence in this region spread

because of the existence of Sufi traditions. Along the

coastline and in the interior parts as well, Sufi saints have

influenced Islam faith as well as the anti-brahminical

Shudra and Dalit communities since 969 BC to the present

days. Among them, the prominent ones were Syed Natha

Wali Shah, Erwadi’s Syed Ibrahim Shahid, Nagoor’s Syed

Hameed Wali and Pete’s Hakim Dawood Wali,

Pennekonda’s Baba Fakruddin Wali, Gulbarga’s Syed

Mohammed Gasudharaj, Bijapur’s Peer Mahabir

Kondiyath and several others influenced southern



Karavali’s social life through their religion. Even today in

the Urs festivities that take place at dargahs Hindus and

Muslims participate together, much like they do in a jathre.

What is important to note that a jathre does not belong to

either Vedic Brahminical or strict Islamic faiths. It is instead

an important tradition in the community lives of the

oppressed classes. Examples of Urs as a harmonious

tradition can be seen at these centers – Ullal’s Syed

Mohammed Madani’s dargah, Kinkambala’s Sheikh

Asraruddin Wali dargah, Kajur’s Khwaja Mohinuddin

Chisti’s disciple’s dargah, Mangalore Syedani Bibi

dargah Sharief, Ajalimogari’s Baba Fakruddin dargah,

etc.

If we consider history outside the realm of communal

hatred, such examples are plenty. Against this

background, Dr. Bakrur Udaya notes two significant

incidents within the limits of Mangalore. The first one takes

place in Kondial grounds in Mangalore in 1419 while the

other takes place in Kotilinga temple in Koteshwara under

the Barkuru state limits. In 1419, Thimmanna Wodeyar

governed Mangalore that fell under the Vijayanagar

Empire. He misbehaved with Hanjama who belonged to

the Muslim Merchants Organization and attacked his

wealth and property. Devraya I upon hearing of this incident

constitutes a committee consisting of the royal palace’s

Bangaru, Choutaru and Ajilaru to enquire into the incident.

The Committee held Thimmanna Gowda responsible and

restored the wealth and property of Hanjama. In the same

manner, when a quarrel between the Brahmins and the

Shudras forces the temple at Koteshwara to close down,

Barkuru’s Muslim’s governor Ekdala Khan intervenes and

settles the dispute. Not only that he gives away more grants

to the temple and issues orders for the temple to reopen.



Shoulder to Shoulder – against Portuguese

Colonialism:

In Dakshin Kannada, there is a history in Mangalore where

Hindus and Muslims have together fought against the

Portuguese colonial attack. Soon after the Portuguese

attacked India in 1498, they landed in Dakshin Kannad

too. Overriding the rulers’ machinery and the Muslim

traders, they began looting the land. Of course, attacks

on religion were a part of this. The rulers and the merchants

were captured for economic interests. Hindus and

Muslims were attacked with the aim of establishing their

rule – this is history. In this context, Karavali’s Rani

Abbakka displayed immense valour in fighting against

the Portuguese. Through the years of this attack, common

Muslims and Muslim traders fought alongside Rani

Abbakka. In 1567 September, under the leadership of

General Jo.Ao. Paxato the Portuguese sent a huge army

to attack. They destroyed Ullal town at which point Rani

Abbakka taking shelter in a mosque in Ullal along with

her closest Muslim aides launched a fierce counter attack

forcing the Portuguese. IN another attack by the

Portuguese in 1568, Rani Abbakka waged another battle

along with 6000 Muslim soldiers – an attack that has been

documented by BS Shastri and Sheikh Jainuddin.

Similarly in the eighteenth century, when Hyder Ali fought

against the British for the protection of this land we have

evidence of both Hindu and Muslim soldiers participating

together in the four major battles.

Similarly, in Karavali, Hindu Muslim harmonious

relationships have intermingled in the realm of religion as

well. This was strengthened in their attack on a common

enemy. An intermingling that extended to their daily lives

as well.



In reality, none of these were extraordinary information; in

those days in ordinary people’s lives, such levels of

religious intolerance and hatred for the Muslim community

did not exist. This kind of co-existence was normal. This

was our tradition and was a tradition that existed in

Karavali.

That is why though there were several instances of

communal riots in several parts of India till 1968 there was

no communal riot in Karavali region. After the incident in

1968 till 1992, there were no further incidents of communal

violence. The flames of communal violence that started in

Suratkal in 1998 have not died down yet.

As discussed earlier, the Sangh Parivar’s fascist forces

have made use of the fear generated because of

globalization and used it to create communal hatred in

the society. These fascist forces set the existing normal

communal harmony in society on fire. It destroys the trust

that people have in each other and in humanity,

construction friends as enemies and enemies as friends.

In this context, while members of the same oppressed

classes fight amongst each other, the enemy furthers the

exploitation of their lives fearlessly. Along the pages of

history, this is what fascist forces like the Sangh Parivar

have done protecting the exploiters and exploiting the

oppressed without their knowledge. In summary, the

Hindutva that is propagated by the Sangh Parivar is the

ideology that protects the ruling class interests and stands

as a common enemy of all the oppressed classes across

religious lines. In India’s history understanding this truth

the oppressed of all the religions to fight against

Brahminism and colonialism at several instances. Every

time this struggle has won, the lives of the oppressed have

been better and harmony has been retained. Whenever



the oppressed have become victims of the fascist forces,

social and political gimmicks they have lost their lives and

their futures and have remained as the oppressed classes.

Today Mangalore stands as an example of history being

revisited. The fascist forces today are presently destroying

the lives of the oppressed and the exploited classes. We

all have the responsibility to stop this onslaught and to

restore this land as the garden of peace for all religious

communities.



Endorsing hate crimes
Pedestrian Pictures, Bangalore

Rewards for public humiliation and assault of
Muslims – Karnataka’s BJP-JD(S) government

stands exposed

This is not news. Charge-sheeted persons occupying

positions of power in the government is unfortunately

neither new nor significant any more. And yet the

Karnataka BJP-JD (S) coalition government’s decision

to nominate Hindu Yuva Sena leader Yashpal Suvarna to

the Udupi Town Council deserves all the attention it gets

and more.

In normal practice, people are nominated as councillors

in recognition of their contribution to the city. Suvarna’s

claim to fame however rests on a charge sheet naming

him as the primary accused in a shocking incident of

communal violence that took place in Udupi in March

2005. His nomination despite this signals the increasing

process of communalisation currently underway in the

state and the blatant government endorsement and

support accorded to this process.

Punished for ‘offending the Hindu way of life’: On 13

March 2005, two residents of Mooluru village near Kapu,

Udupi were stripped, paraded naked and brutally

assaulted in front of an audience of more than 100 people

by fascist Hindu right wing forces. The public humiliation

continued with the publication of a photograph, for which

they were forced to pose, on the front pages of leading

Kannada newspapers.



Hajabba (60) and his son, Hasanabba (29), were being

‘punished’ by Hindu Yuva Sena (HYS) members for

offending ‘the Hindu way of life’. In what appears to be a

premeditated attack, HYS activists accosted Hajabba as

he arrived to transport a calf, dragged him to the Adi Udupi

helipad near Udupi town and continued their assault even

as a crowd gathered. Hasanabba, who went in search of

his father, was also waylaid and publicly humiliated. Both

Hajabba and Hasanabba suffered serious injuries –

Hasanabba’s leg was fractured while Hajabba’s spine

was damaged – and remained in hospital for several

weeks. There is no accounting for the mental trauma that

they underwent at the time. A press photographer

summoned at the end of this barbaric display of strength

was asked to ‘show all the Muslims what would happen if

they didn’t listen to Hindus’.

“We were horrified that such an incident took place in the

first place. What made it worse was that there was a silent

crowd watching the spectacle as it unfolded,” said KL

Ashok, Secretary, Karnataka Komu Souharda Vedike.

“This silent support, the fear immobilising people is what

sustains communal forces.”

Police: clothed in saffron: It can come as no surprise

that police action at the time of the incident was hugely

inadequate and delayed. The location where the incident

took place falls under the Adi Udupi police station limits.

Local police officers failed to take cognisance of the crime

despite wide coverage of the incident in the press. It was

only when the issue was raised in the Legislative Assembly

by MLAs Shriram Reddy (CPI-M) and Jayaprakash Reddy

(Independent), and the Congress government demanded

answers from the police, that they sprung into action. The

Udupi Superintendent of Police at the time, S. Murugan,



was intimated of the incident through a telephone call from

the then chief minister, Dharam Singh, enquiring about

the progress made in arresting the accused. Several

senior police officers, including Murugan, were criticised

severely for their lapses as well as for their alleged pro-

Hindutva leanings.

One of the reasons cited by the police for investigational

delays and police lapses was jurisdictional dispute. The

sub-inspector of Malpe police station at the time, CD

Nagaraj, did not follow up the stripping incident because

it started at Moodabettu, an area under the Udupi town

police station.

“Jurisdictional dispute is unacceptable as an excuse. The

CrPC (Criminal Procedure Code) clearly stipulates that

although the place where an offence is initially committed

is important, no officer can shrug his responsibility on the

plea that it falls beyond his jurisdiction limits. In any case,

both Malpe and Udupi town police stations fall under the

responsibility of the Udupi circle inspector of police. What

was his excuse?” asked Sheela Ramanathan, advocate,

Human Rights Law Network.

Subsequently, both the Udupi circle inspector, Praveen

Naik, and Malpe sub-inspector, Nagaraj, were placed

under suspension.

‘Communal violence will be countered on the
streets’: Within a week of the incident, the Karnataka

Komu Souharda Vedike (Karnataka Communal Harmony

Forum), an aggressive secularist force bringing together

all progressive movements in the state in a broad alliance,

organised a massive rally and dharna in front of the then

Udupi deputy commissioner’s office. With the perspective

that communalism was not merely an onslaught on religion



but rather an attack on democratic processes (defining

aggressive secularism thus), the Vedike sought to strongly

condemn communal forces and to demand stringent

actions against the culprits involved. Over 15,000 people

marched on the streets to demand that the deputy

commissioner ban “reactionary organisations” indulging

in violence and that action should be taken against the

police personnel who support “reactionary forces”.

Protestors included the seer of Murugarajendra Math

(Chitradurga), the Sri Revannasiddeshwara Math

(Dharwad) seer Basavaraja Devaru, Sanath Kumar

Belagali, KL Ashok, Kalkuli Vittal Hegde, KM Sharief and

Annar Sadath.

“The protest was important to show Sangh Parivar forces

that the communal violence being inflicted by them will be

countered on the streets,” observed Gauri Lankesh, editor,

Lankesh, and state committee member, Karnataka Komu

Souharda Vedike. “We wanted to tell society and the state

that there are people who will gather to question and

condemn the hatred being infused by Hindu right-wingers.

We stand for communal harmony and we will defend it in

this state.”

Shamed into action by the number of people who had

gathered on the streets and the growing anger over police

inaction on the issue, the state handed over investigations

into the incident to the Corps of Detectives (CoD) in May

2005. In the preliminary report filed by the CoD, key Hindu

Yuva Sena leaders, including Yashpal Suvarna, have been

held responsible for the stripping and assault case. A

charge sheet was filed against Suvarna in the Udupi town

police station.



Riding the cow: communal agendas gain foothold:

Although cow slaughter is banned in Karnataka only in

particular instances under the Prevention of Cow Slaughter

and Cattle Preservation Act, there is no law regulating or

banning the transportation of cows. Sangh Parivar forces

constantly use this law to implement their communal

agendas and forcibly block transportation of all cattle. The

fact that a significant number of livestock traders are

Muslim provides sufficient grounds for Hindu communal

forces to persecute Muslims and further their communal

agenda.

It is pertinent to note that stringent official and unofficial

actions against the transportation of cattle gained ground

after the NDA assumed power at the Centre in 1999. For

the record, police officials say that incidents where Hindu

organisations confront people transporting cattle and

assault them “are viewed seriously” and cases were

booked against people indulging in such acts. Similarly,

“a serious view is taken of people transporting cattle,

especially cows, in violation of laws”.

At an all party peace committee meeting held at the Udupi

deputy commissioner’s office on March 22, 2005 following

the Adi Udupi incident, the then deputy commissioner, T.

Sham Bhatt announced: “The district administration will

provide information about Cow Slaughter Prohibition Act

to the public. If there is any violation of law, information

should be given to the departments concerned. No one

should take law into his hands. If the officials did not

respond, then superior officials should be approached.”

These are statements that have remained on paper. More

than a year after the Adi Udupi incident, the state has

chosen to recognise Suvarna’s contribution in this specific



case by awarding him a nomination to the town council

even as it continues to turn a blind eye to the increasing

number of attacks by Sangh Parivar forces on Muslim

livestock traders across the Dakshina Kannada district.

“It is crucial to not only condemn police inaction when

attacks on livestock traders take place but more

importantly, we need to protest against the Brahminical

values being forced down on us through official and

unofficial legislations,” observed Vasu HV, convenor,

Bangalore unit, Karnataka Komu Souharda Vedike. “After

all, beef has been the traditional diet of not only Muslims

but entire sections of the Dalit population as well. We don’t

consider Dalits to be Hindus but according to the Sangh

Parivar’s own definitions, Dalits are Hindus too. So by

their own logic, where is the question of beef-eating

offending the Hindu way of life?”

The Adi Udupi incident has exposed not only the anti-

human face of the Sangh Parivar but the communal nature

of the current BJP-JD (S) coalition government. There can

be no doubt that the government’s decision to nominate

Yashpal Suvarna for the post of councillor on the basis of

a recommendation by medical education minister, Dr VS

Acharya, and Udupi BJP MLA, K. Raghupathy Bhatta, is

but a direct endorsement of Suvarna’s crimes. 

.



Mangalore: Terror Unleashed
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The Chief Minister of Karnataka, while condoning the

violence management of the Mangalore Police, defiantly

said, “Did you expect them to dream of such violence?” In

coastal Karnataka, the police could most certainly foresee

communal violence any time without having to resort to

dreams: alertness while on duty alone would have sufficed.

The fact that they weren’t prepared or were unable to predict

and hence prevent the violence wasn’t, however, the sole

problem.

During the Mangalore violence, the police were either lost

in day-dreams in the face of day-light looting and atrocity,

or were inflicting nightmares on Muslims sleeping

peacefully during the middle of the night. To cite some

such incidents, on 3 October 2006, at Bajpe, during the

Sharada tableau procession taken out by the Sangh

Parivar forces, Muslim shops were looted in the presence

of hundreds of policepersons as well as the

Superintendent of police and the District Commissioner.

In B.C. Road, Bantwal Taluk, five shops in Vasudeva Plaza

and six other nearby shops — all owned by Muslims —

on the highway, less than 100 metres from the Police

Station — were systematically looted for a full hour in

broad day-light in the presence of the police. Further, in

places such as Bunder (Mangalore city), Goodina Bali

(Bantwal), and Ullal (outskirts of Mangalore), the police

broke open the back-doors of hundreds of Muslim houses,

looted whatever they could, destroyed whatever they

couldn’t carry, mouthed the foulest language abusing



Muslims, and randomly arrested the men in these houses.

The men were then falsely implicated in criminal cases

and shifted to Bellary jail which is very far away. (Bellary

jail is a famous criminal-confinement jail). Their family

members are clueless about why the police broke into

their houses and arrested the men, most of whom were

sleeping peacefully.

The destruction and looting at these places is invisibilised

until specific investigations are undertaken by fact-finding

initiatives and human rights activists. The local media

organizations have always suppressed news about the

violence against Muslims throughout the coastal belt. What

was perhaps new was that this time around, they

completely suppressed the atrocities carried out by the

police apparatus as well. This is a new development in

the bloody history of coastal Karnataka’s communal

violence. The administration, the police and the media

had never collaborated to this extent to function as

subsidiary organizations to the Sangh Parivar.

What is also visible this time is the destruction by the

Muslims in certain areas. In most cases, however, this

destruction was limited to sporadic and unsystematic

responses to the violence inflicted on them.

Bajpe: ‘Communal amity’ Hindutva-style: The violence

in Mangalore first erupted in Bajpe, on the outskirts of

Mangalore, in the first week of October. On 3 October

2006, a procession in honour of Sharada Devi, a Hindu

goddess, was scheduled. Bajpe Masjid is on the main

road through which the procession was to pass. Some

Muslims spoke to the police of their objection to one of

the tableaux in the procession. They gave a written

complaint to that effect. The police requested the



organizers to remove the concerned tableau. Krishna

Palemar, the BJP MLA who was on the spot, too requested

the organizers to oblige. However, the request was not

heeded to. The organizers did not even oblige the altered

request that at least in front of the Masjid the concerned

tableau need not pass. Therefore, the police stopped the

procession. The organizers chose to place the Sharada

idol in the middle of the road, in defiance.

What was this controversial tableau all about? It was

claimed that it was the tableau of Bappa Beary, of Bappa

Nadu in a devotee’s posture in front of Sharada Matha,

and that there wasn’t anything insulting in it to the Muslims.

The popular legend that was invoked has it—that long ago

a rich Muslim merchant named Bappa Beary, while on

sea-travel, saw blood surging up in his ship, that goddess

Durga Parameshwari herself gave him darshan in his

dream, that Bappa Beary became her devotee and

erected a temple for her, and that the region where the

temple is now situated came to be called Bappa Naadu

thereafter (Bappa Naadu is ;near Mulki on the National

Highway 17, equi-distant from Mangalore and Udupi).

There is also a popular Yakshagana prasanga

(narrative)—called Bappa Naadu Kshetra Mahatme—

based  on this legend. These days, in this Yakshagana

prasanga performances, Bappa Beary is presented as a

clown and Muslims around us are heartily abused and

insulted. The Bajpe tableau was a visual of a similar

ridicule. The Muslim contention was that the pitiable man

in the tableau with a cap, a beard, and up-raised hands of

appeal was the portrayal of a pitiable Maulvi rather than

of the rich merchant Bappa Beary. Anyway, the Muslims

hadn’t picked up a quarrel; they had merely, and in writing,

lodged their displeasure with the police.



The same night, it was decided to allow the procession

with no changes either in the concerned tableau or the

procession route. And, seven Muslim and two Hindu shops

near the Masjid were looted by a crowd of nearly 1000.

Mohammed Hanif, of Top Collections incurred the highest

losses: he had opened his shop a mere two months ago

on a bank loan, and his Ramzan collections worth 15 lakhs

were looted. Ismail’s fruit stall was burnt down; Anwar’s

watch and Siddiq’s cell-phone shops were looted. Even

as this looting was on, by the “promoters of communal

amity,” there were, in fact, at least 200 police-persons,

six Sub-inspectors, the Superintendent of Police, and the

District Commissioner himself overseeing the procession,

as silent witnesses. We saw a video footage, of nearly

1000 men armed with talwars, iron rods and soda bottles,

along with the police, SP & DC in the procession. The

next morning, all the newspapers of the Coast reported

that the Muslims had objected to a symbol of communal

amity and had stalled the procession!

At Ullal: Beasts, But In Uniform: The police, at Bajpe,

were a silent witness to beastiality. In Ullal—on the outskirts

of Mangalore—they were themselves the beasts. In the

afternoon of the Bundh called by Sri Rama Sene on

Friday, 6.10.06, three Hindu shops on the road leading to

Ullal were set on fire. There was also stoning and rioting

at the nearby Masthikatte and Subhash Nagara. The

police, perhaps, concluded that the Ullal Muslims were

the cause. Perhaps. Anyway, the police on duty veiled their

faces like terrorists and gate-crashed into Muslim houses

at Ullal.

The Ullal police have chosen not to inform any at Ullal why

their houses were attacked and looted, and why Muslims

alone were arrested. Instead, those who sought



information were rashly beaten up. This police attack in

Ullal was around 6.15 pm on Friday, 6.10.06, when

Muslims were to end their Ramzan fast. Most Muslim men

were away at the Masjid. The police chose to attack

Muslim households at exactly that time. They surrounded

the Muslim houses, broke open back-doors, broke in and

robbed cell-phones, gold and cash—and TV, DVD,

Computers, show-cases, cupboards, wall-clocks, doors,

windows and cooking stoves, which they could not carry,

were smashed. All the young boys and men at home were

arrested. Women, children, old people, the physically

challenged were all beaten up. Nearly seventy Muslims of

Ullal—most of them boys—were arrested and shifted to

Mangalore, and on 8.10.06 they were fitted with criminal

cases & shifted to the faraway Bellary jail. Muslims at Ullal

still do not know what their crimes were. The police did

not choose even to find out names while arresting. Thus,

the arrested include outsider Iftaar guests too. The

arrested Muslims were transported in two buses, and

since six seats were still vacant, six more were arrested

from the road-side. Senior police officers at Mangalore

are yet to offer an explanation why these arrests were

made, and on what provisions of which criminal law.

At Bunder: Peace Is War: Bunder, in poular parlance,

is a “Muslim Area.” But Hindus too live here in substantial

number. Many wholesale shops in this commercial centre

of old Mangalore are owned by Hindus. Still, it is

considered a communally sensitive area, for reasons of

planted prejudice.

On the midnight of Sunday, 8.10.06, the police broke into

Muslim houses, threatened the inmates, mouthed

obscenities against Bearies, and arrested the male

members. There were communal disturbances in Bunder



at earlier times, but the police hadn’t broken into Muslim

houses, least of all at midnight. More importantly, this time

around, Bunder was completely calm and peaceful. Bunder

Muslims too do not know why the police forcibly pounced

upon their houses at midnight and arrested their men. It is

true that the police do have the authority to suspect, detain

and enquire, but that too has to be according to legal

procedure. However, when it comes to Muslims no

procedures are ever observed. For quite a number of

years now, the Hindutva-brigade has repeatedly

encroached upon the civil rights of Muslims, and the police

have not intervened. This time, however, the two have

worked in tandem against the Muslims.

To gauge the unilateral and absurd police operation at

Bunder, the following examples should suffice. Tauseeman

is a very old household at Bunder. Six Muslim (joint)

families live here with about forty members. Men are hut-

shop owners, street vendors and drivers; one or two are

employed in the Gulf countries. On the midnight of  8.10.06,

when the inmates were asleep, there were knocks on the

door. Since there was curfew from two days, the inmates

did not dare open the door. The police broke open two

doors to get into the house, beat up and pushed aside

women and arrested Mohammed Imran (18), a jeep driver,

and Abdul Rasheed (20), a tempo driver. When their

mother Zohra wanted to know why they were being

arrested, she was informed that it was for a mere enquiry

and that they would be set free. The boys were not taken

to the Bunder police Station, but rather to the distant Barke

police Station where they were beaten up, and after two

days, shifted to far-away Hasan jail. They have been fitted

with cases of stoning temples and rioting. They had been

offered a chance, though: they were asked to sign a

statement incriminating the Mangalore Mayor Ashraf as



the rioter at various places in Mangalore, as a bargain for

setting them free!

Far more absurd is the arrest of Mohammed Riyaz (40).

Riyaz has been running a firm of his own in Saudi Arabia

for the last ten years; his wife and small child live in a

rented house at Bunder. Riyaz has intestinal ulcer. A few

days ago, he had come home for treatment. After the

Ramzan month, he was scheduled to be operated. On

the midnight of Sunday, 8.10.06, the police broke into his

first floor rented house, arrested him and took him to Barke

instead of Bunder police Station. He was later shifted to

Hasan jail. After a week, he is now back on bail. He is

facing a temple-stoning and rioting case. When his wife

went on 9.10.06 to find out why her husband was

arrested—to the Bunder police Station, and the Office of

the Superintendent of police—she was abused and sent

back; she failed even to find out where her husband was.

Faizal’s arrest, too, is equally absurd. He was in town on

some personal errand. Owing to the curfew, he could not

get back home. He was asleep at one of his

acquaintace’s—Ibrahim’s—place, and while arresting

Ibrahim’s son Farook, they took Faizal for company!

The Muslims we met at Bunder were asking us: “Couldn’t

the police conduct their enquiries during day? With three

continuous days of curfew, where would our children

abscond? Would they be asleep at home if they were

involved in rioting elsewhere?” The one solace, if it is one,

was that the police at Bunder hadn’t looted and destroyed

houses, as in Ullal.

At Goodina Bali: Better Late Than Never: Goodina

Bali, near B.C. Road of Bantwal, too witnessed police



atrocities. It had, however, a background. On 13.10.06, at

7 pm, four mild-explosions near B.C. Road Bus Stand,

slightly damaging four nearby shop-windows. Two people

had been stabbed. Added to that, there was no electricity

at that time. Next morning, the Coastal Press reported

this triviality under bold headlines as if it were a terrorist

plot: it went without saying that terrorism is the sole

monopoly of Muslims, in the past and forever for the future!

“Soon” after this, the police swung into sudden action, at

around 11.30 in the night. They broke into Muslim houses

at the nearby Goodina Bali and arrested all the men they

could find—twenty in all. Women and children were beaten

up. Goodina Bali has nearly 200 Muslim houses. Most of

them do beedi-rolling; some are coolies. All of them are

extremely poor.

The same police had slept off during day when, on 5.10.06,

Bajrang Dal had forced a Bundh in the district. On that

day, in broad day-light at 11am, right on the main road,

less than 100 metres from the police Station, eleven

Muslim shops were systematically looted for about an hour

uninterruptedly: five Muslim shops in the huge commercial

complex Vasudeva Plaza—Sirajuddin’s Mobile Care,

Athiq-ur-Rehman’s New Zenith Times, Ahmed Sherriff’s

New Dulhan Readymades, Mohammed Sherriff’s Fashion

Palace, Suleiman Sab’s Mark Communications—and

Abdul Kareem’s Action Footwear, Abdul Razak’s Garment

Shop, Haroon Rashid’s Cell Times, Ahmed Sherriff’s Shoe

Shop, and Abdul Majid’s fruit stall were thoroughly looted.

A group of 60-70 had broken open the rolling shutters and

looted not only watches, cell-phones, electronic goods,

readymade clothes, gift items, shoes, etc., but had also

looted bulb-tube-ceiling fan fittings, and had destroyed

show-cases, tables, chairs, etc., which it could not carry.



This systematic and unilateral loot and destruction is,

however, designated “communal riot,” by the Media!

Soon after the demolition of the Babri Masjid, in 1992, in

several places of Coastal Karnataka, Muslim houses and

shops had been looted. Muslim women had been stopped

and insulted. Ever since, in the various attacks on

Muslims—in Puttur (1997), Surathkal (1998-9), Kundapur

(2002), Adi Udupi (2005)—and in a lot of other attacks on

Muslims and Protestant Christians, there was no

communal tension, nor were two opposing groups

engaged in rioting: they were, in fact, systematic, Hindutva-

brigade atrocities. It is now routine for the Hindutva-

brigade in Coastal Karnataka to co-opt the Media, level

false and absurd charges against Muslims, raise an alarm

that Hinduism is in danger, and then attack Muslims with

redoubled bestiality. In Coastal Karnataka “communal riot”

has come to mean this!

At Bejai Masjid: Murder Of An Imam: Close to the

Mangalore KSRTC Bus Stand, but in a little known corner

at Bejai, is a Masjid surrounded by Christian houses. On

Friday, 6.10.06—when Sri Rama Sene had forced a

district Bundh—after evening prayers, the young Imam

Abdul Gafoor Madani was alone at the Masjid. Though

during the Ramzan month, the Masjid is full of people

throughout the day, that evening, they were away at an

Iftaar.  A group of around 15 jumped down into the Masjid

premises from across the adjacent compound and

stabbed Gafoor. The knife used was a special one, said

to be available only in Gujarat: it opens like three petals

after the stab. Gafoor was murdered with that one stab on

the lower abdomen.



Abdul Gafoor Madani (23) had been nominated the Imam

just a year ago. He belongs to Goonadka, of Sullia Taluk

on the district’s border. A few minutes prior to his murder,

he had called up his mother at Goonadka to tell her that

though there was rioting in Mangalore, there were no

disturbances around Bejai. Gafoor is well-known and liked

in his home-town Sullia, and we were told by friends from

Sullia that people of all castes and faiths felt sad to hear

of Gafoor’s murder; and that, therefore, this time, there

was no communal violence in Sullia eventhough Sullia is

one of the strongholds of Hindutva.

One For The Road: Murder of B. Ibrahim: Ibrahim (30)

of Boliyaru, near Bantwal, is a clothes-merchant at Goa.

He has a child, and his family—father, mother, and younger

sister & brother—lives at Boliyaru. Ibrahim’s absurd

murder resembles the Sadat Hasan Manto stories.

Ibrahim’s near relative Ashraf was to go to Dubai on

Saturday, 7.10.06. Ashraf was a mill-coolie at Mangalore,

and was leaving for Dubai for a similar job. His ticket had

been booked for 9 o’clock that night. Owing to curfew,

vehicles were not plying. So, Ashraf rented an ambulance

from Somayaji Clinic of B.C. Road, Bantwal, and left for

Mangalore air-port. There were seven people in the

ambulance including Ibrahim. Their ambulance was

stopped at Punchame, outside Mangalore, by a group of

nine armed with talwars and iron rods. It had followed the

ambulance in three motor-bikes. It questioned, “Who is

the one leaving for Dubai?” and began hitting them with

iron rods and talwars. It poured petrol and set fire to the

ambulance. Since a jeep was found approaching, the

attackers fled. The people in the ambulance, who were

seriously injured, somehow managed to jump off and flee,

but Ibrahim had been hit on his head and had died on the



spot. The injured got themselves admitted to Unity

Hospital, Mangalore. We talked to Ashraf  in the hospital.

We also asked him whether he was a member of any

Muslim communal outfit. His reply was, “I am not even a

member of the Masjid Jamat. Being a coolie, I cannot

afford to pay the Jamat subscription.”

Close To The Emergency Ward:The brutal attack on

70 year old Ahmed Masliyar too reminds us of Manto

stories. Masliyar is a native of Beluvayi in Moodabidri

Taluk. He has been an Imam, for the past eight years, at

the Masjid in the Yenepoya Medical College Hospital

(Mangalore) building. On 6.10.06, after evening prayers,

at 7.10 pm, Masliyar was alone at the Masjid in the

basement floor. Five to six youngsters wielding talwars

broke into the Masjid. Masliyar was hit several times by

talwars on his head, and when he was about to be stabbed

in the lower abdomen he held his hands across it. Thus

his life was saved. But his right palm has a deep cut. His

head has several stitches. After the attackers left, the

profusely bleeding Masliyar walked up the stairs, on his

own, to the ground floor Emergency Ward. That was the

reward of having been stabbed close to the hospital!

We met Ahmed Masliyar. We asked him whether he knew

who the attackers were and whether he saw them. He

replied quite calmly, “I don’t know who those boys are. I

was sure that I would die. Why should a dying man see

who the killers are?”

Faisal Nagara-Veeranagara: Veeranagara and Faisal

Nagara are the localities on the outer edge of Managalore

city on the bank of Nethravathi river. This continuous area

was formerly called Kodange. In Faisal Nagara, Muslims

are a majority, but a substantial number of Hindus too live



there. In Veera Nagara, Hindus are a majority with quite a

few Christian households. The two Nagaras are not

distinguishable from one another in any significant way.

But the media in this coastal region, while reporting on

the October violence, presented the two Nagaras as if

they were two separate countries.

On 6.10.2006, Friday evening, Muslim youth stoned some

houses belonging to Hindus at Faisal Nagara. The mob

broke in to four Hindu houses and wrecked damage. In

one place, a middle-aged man and his son were beaten

up. We visited the house, but couldn’t see any symptoms

of systematic destruction. The same evening, the police

forcibly shifted 30 Hindu families of Faisal Nagara to a

camp organized in a school in adjacent Veera Nagara.

While doing so, police threatened the people that they

could stay back at Faisal Nagara at their own risk and the

police will not be  responsible for any danger to their lives.

Nearly 150 people who were forcibly shifted have  returned

to their homes after staying for three days in the camp (It

was a high profile ‘camp’, repeatedly broadcasted and

publicized by the Media, frequently visited by dignitaries—

thereby reassuring the ‘Hindus’ elsewhere that their safety

will be taken care of). We talked to many of them. All of

them categorically said that they would not have gone but

for police pressure, and that they perceived no threat to

themselves either during the violence period or now. One

lady vehemently said “We went because the police pushed

us in to the vans.” We met three families who had refused

to leave despite police pressure. Even after repeated

querries, their firm answer was “We weren’t terrified. We

had no fears then. None now. We have been living here

for the past 40 years. Could we have lived this long, if we

were terrified?”



Though this shifting of Hindus from Faisal Nagara to Veera

Nagara was the direct outcome of police irresponsibility,

it provided the media a golden chance to fan communal

hatred and tension. As they were waiting to gobble up

such fodder, the Media showed frequently “the terrified

Hindus” at the Veera Nagara camp.

A few more incidents at Veera Nagara need to be noticed.

On the same day (6.10.2006), A.K.Stores, a shop that

belonges to Abdul Khader (of Faisal Nagara) at Veera

Nagara, had been attacked. A group of nearly 100 looted

all the grocery and destroyed two refrigerators. Abdul

Khader has lodged a complaint, naming some of the

looters. None have been arrested. Instead, the same

evening, an hour after this attack, the police broke in to

Khader’s house and arrested his second son Pervez, and

took him to Bellary jail. When Fathima, wife of Khader’s

first son, questioned the police, they shouted at her “Why

do you teach your children looting and destruction?” When

she said “It is our own shop that is looted and you are

arresting our children,” a policeman tried to molest her,

and he was prevented from doing so by other policemen.

While narrating to us about this incident, Fathima also

told us of the many Muslim households that had vacated

their houses fearing the police, and asked us “Why is it

that no T.V. channel shows any of this?”

Opposite to Khader’s house, across the road, lives

Basheer. He is a 40 year old, earning his living on a tyre-

resoling job. His wife is a school teacher. At that time

Basheer was bed-ridden with jaundice. police broke open

the door of his house and arrested Basheer. When his

pregnant wife pleaded against arresting, she was beaten

up. Basheer was taken to  Kankanady police station. Next



day, fortunately the Sub-inspector who was convinced that

Basheer is suffering from jaundice, set him free.

Of the many Hindus forcibly shifted to the Veera Nagara

camp, four families have not returned to their houses in

Faisal Nagara. Two families now live in a rented house at

Veera Nagara, and one family lives in Naguri. When we

spoke to them, they categorically told us, “We won’t return

to Faisal Nagara. We are afraid of the Bearies (a section

of Muslims in this region who speak a language called

Beary)”. But when they told us the names of their sons, we

could understand their fear. Those are the names identified

by the Muslim victims whom we met in hospitals, as the

ones who attacked them.

We also spoke to a middle-aged Hindu who was admitted

to a reputed Hospital in Mangalore. Both his legs are

fractured and doctors have implanted rods into his limbs.

There were deep cuts in his back and stomach. He is a

poor man. Formerly, he was a tailor. Due to some illness,

these days he could not do that job. He is thoroughly upset.

He told us that “Recently I married off my daughter. I have

incurred a huge loan on account of that. And now I am

faced with this situation.” His son’s name is mentioned in

the list of accused in the attack on Muslims who too was

wounded by the Muslim mob when they attacked his house

in Faisal Nagara.

Two Incidents, Two Possibilities: 55 year old

Hasanabba belongs to Maanur village of Bantwal Taluk

of D.K.district. Maanur is 6 k.m. away from Mangalore-

Bangalore highway. Of the nearly 20 households in the

village, 5 belong to Muslims. Hasanabba is a Beedi

Contractor for many brands including the famous Ganesh

Beedies. His business operations are in Mangalore and



Davanagere. Hasanabba is a well-to-do. He has

employed nearly 120 people of the vicinity in his Beedi

factory. All of them are non-Muslim women. On the basis

of  his business contracts, Hasanabba has provided

employment to many youth at Davanagere. Hasanabba

was born and brought up in Maanur. His ancestors had

settled here over a hundred years ago. There is no proper

public transport to Maanur; not even private transports like

Autorickshaws or Taxies. When the needy of the village

call at the hours of urgency, Hasanabba has transported

old people, sick persons and pregnant women in his

vehicle to far away hospitals, of course free of charge.

Thus, he has earned a respectful position among the

people of the village.

Behind Hasanabba’s house is a Madrasa which caters

to the education of around 20 children. To the left, lives

Hasanabba’s relative Imtiyaz. On the night of Friday, 6th

October 2006, some 20 youth of Maanur, disconnected

the electric supply in the surroundings and first attacked

the Madrasa. They were well armed with Petrol, Kerosene,

Soda bottles, wooden sticks, iron rods and talwars. They

broke the windows of Madrasa and threw the crude petrol

and Kerosene bombs inside. The two teachers of the

Madrasa saved themselves by escaping through the

backdoor.

Next, the group pounced on Imtiyaz’s house. It broke the

doors and windows and then set fire to the brand new

Indica car parked outside. We saw the remnants of the

burnt car. Then the mob set its foot to Hasanabba’s house.

They stood in the courtyard and called Hasanabba saying

“The Imams of the Madrasa are calling you. They want

you to come.” Hasanabba woke up from his sleep on

hearing this. As soon as he opened the door, a stone which



flew from outside hit his head. Sensing danger,

Hasanabba immediately closed the door. The mob tried

to break open the door with no avail. They broke the

window panes. A Maruti Omni and a Jeep parked in the

courtyard were turned to scrap.

Having watched this from inside, frightened Hasanabba

called his friend and lawyer Ramesh Upadhya over phone

and explained the situation. Ramesh Upadhya, a BJP man,

came to the spot in a short while. The mob, shocked at

the sight of Upadhya fled from the scene.

Next day all the elders of the village expressed sympathies

to Hasanabba. Hasanabba pleaded with them “I know all

these boys. They are all from our village. They are your

children. Please take them to the village temple, let them

promise to your God that they won’t repeat these kinds of

things in future and pay a fine to God. That should suffice

for me, and I will not lodge any complaint with the police.”

None of the elders responded to his plea. So, unwillingly

Hasanabba lodged a complaint with the police, naming

the culprits. He showed us the copy of the FIR. But culprits

are at large in the village. The elders who came to

Hasanabba and expressed their sympathies seem to have

no regrets about what transpired. With such a

communitarian pathology could Maanur any longer be

called a village?

Hasababba’s family is terrified. Women, in particular, are

pleading with him: “Let us leave this place. God might

guide us elsewhere. Why should we die here?” But while

talking to us, even in such a situation, Hasanabba said “I

was born here. God willing, I shall die here.”



Maanur violence is a metaphor for the hatred and violence

taking root in Coastal Karnataka. But we saw a ray of

hope at Perlagudde at Veeranagara in Mangalore. At the

entrance to Veernagara, there is only one Muslim

household, surrounded by Dalit households. Kahalid (30),

a bachelor and a mason by profession lives here with his

two elder sisters. His eldest sister was abandoned by her

husband long ago; his second sister is in bad health; his

second brother-in-law, who lives with them, too is in bad

health and is in hospital. On Friday, 6th October, 2006,

around 3 pm, when Khalid was returning from the Mosque

after his noon prayers, three thalwar-wielding men stopped

him, stabbed and beat him up. When we met Khalid at

the hospital, he gave the names of the people who attacked

him. He said that when he was profusely bleeding owing

to the lethal attack, he pleaded help from the police, who

were all around. But instead of lending him a helping hand,

they abused and turned him away. Next day, a group of 5-

6 people surrounded Khalid’s house, stoned it and were

about to set fire. At that moment, Kalyani, an old lady aged

70 and other neighbours—all of them Dalits—braved the

attacking group. Kalyani told them “What wrong has Khalid

done to you? He and his family has done no wrong to

anyone. If you wish to set fire to his house, then first set

fire to our homes and proceed further.” The attackers tried

to argue that “Muslims have done violence there and

elsewhere.” Kalyani said, “May be. But nothing of the sort

has happened either here or around.” The group could

not do anything against her resistance and left the place.

When we met Khalid in the hospital, he too had narrated

this incident to us.

Kalyani lives in extreme poverty. She is not literate either.

At the courtyard of Khalid’s house, this is what Kalyani

told us when we were about to leave: “We have known



Khalid and his family for so long. They have done no wrong

to anyone. If someone says we set fire to his house, how

can we sit quiet?” Will this kind of good sense prevail and

come to the rescue of towns and villages of Coastal

Karnataka infected with communal hatred? That is the

challenge.



Culprits: victims of violence
G. Rajashekhar

Home minister MP Prakash has held the Bajrang Dal,

Sriram Sene as well as SIMI and other Muslim

fundamentalist organisations responsible for the

Mangalore violence. The home minister reached this

conclusion without considering the differences in the

strengths and histories of hindu and muslim fundamentalist

organisations. It is easy to identify the opportunist politics

behind his statement. Having decided to share power with

a party which upholds Narendra Modi as an ideal leader,

he is forced to resort to such gimmicks.

The Home Minister has given no evidence to support his

statement of holding SIMI responsible for the Mangalore

violence. Since SIMI is a banned organisation, the people

who are part of this organisation are not visible to the

public eye.  If SIMI did have a role to play in the Mangalore

incidents, such information would be available only to the

Government. If the Home Minister makes such

irresponsible statements without making public the

evidence to support it, the media too will follow suit and

will hold organisations which are not visible responsible

at the cost of forgetting those which are present before

us. Already there is a tendency in the media to slander

Muslims and to always hold them responsible for any

violent attacks.

We don’t need evidence to support the role of invisible

forces. Already the media has resorted to this and has

planted the notion that all Muslims are terrorists in the

minds of the people. It is the turn of the Home Minister of

the State to resort to this now. The Hindutva organisations



that the Home Minister named along with SIMI, Bajrang

Dal and Sriram Sene are not secretive organisations.

Over the past few years they have physically attacked

Muslims and Christians, looted, raised false accusations

etc. All these right in front of the people’s eyes. The bundhs

called in Dakshin Kannad district which led to the

Mangalore violence were the handiwork of such

organisations public programmes. The immediate reason

for the Mangalore violence was inconsequential – an

vehicle used to transport cattle collided with two other

vehicles, knocked down one woman and sped away.

Even if this incident was true, did it have the capacity to

shock an entire district? Who has the responsibility to

decide if this is wrong – the government or Sriram Sene?

The Kannada newspapers bent on protecting the BJP

which is a part of the coalition have purposefully obscured

these facts.

The Kudroli incident was only an excuse for the recent

violence in Mangalore. Seen against the 20 years of

violence against Muslims unleashed by the Hindutva

organisations in coastal Dakshin Kannad and Udupi

districts, this violence was significant only for its recency

in the long list of incidents. What has been the civil society

response to this continued violence?

Karavalli’s district administration and police authorities

have either supported this violence or else remained silent.

Political parties like the BJP in this area too have

maintained silence on this issue. The newspapers in the

region particularly Udayavani and Vijaya Karnataka have

constantly characterised the Muslims who have been

affected by the violence as the people responsible for the

violence. The harsh reality is that  Karavalli’s civil society

did not understand the pain of the Muslims who had



endured physical and mental attacks and whose wealth

and property were destroyed. Even if organisations like

SIMI have managed to establish themselves in the coastal

region, we have to think about the reasons for this.

The other organisation blamed for the Mangalore violence,

KFD, is not a secretive organisation like SIMI. For the

past few years, it has consistently conducted its

programmes publicly. But in the recent days, not only in

the Karavalli egion but in the entire state, KFD has

emerged as a single unified voice of protest for the

Muslims. Karnataka Muslims have never supported

Islamic fundamentalism. They have identified themselves

with the political parties (not the Muslim league).

But at a time when the political parties have not addressed

their concerns, some of the Muslims in Karnataka have

been drawn to KFD. At a time when the government,

media, police, courts and political parties – the entire

system – considers them as ‘criminals’ or treats them as

second-class citizens, what can they do? Either they can

silently suffer the violence meted out to them or they can

protest against this in the forms available to them.

Until this time, the Muslims in the State had placed their

faith in the ideals defined by the State – secularism,

equality, rule of law – and had swallowed their pain. Now

some of them have found an opportunity and space in

KFD to protest against this injustice. KFD is a

disapointing (hatashe) selection of the Muslims in the

State – this is the neither their first choice nor will it be be

the last.

If after all this, KFD has participated in Mangalore’s

violence, they should be punished according to the laws

and regulations of the land. But India’s legal system stands



against the nation’s minorities, adivasis, slum dwellers

and all marginalised classes of the society and has

become the weapon of the ruling class. For example, the

Mumbai Special Court is about to deliver a judgment for

the accused in the 2003 Mumbai chain blasts. The

government took special interest to find the accused and

to carry this investigation forward in a speedy fashion (no

secular forces have protested against this.) But why didn’t

the Government show the same level of interest to conduct

investigations against the accused in the 2002 december

and 2003 Jan violence? The Justice Krishna commission

which conducted an inquiry into the incidents found several

political party members (many of them belonging to the

BJP and the Shiv Sena) and police officers guilty. None

of them have been punished thus far.

The accused in the Parliament bomb attack case will be

punished; and yet the people responsible for the Gujarat

genocide will be punished. The accused in the Best Bakery

incident who burnt 16 members of the same family alive

in the bakery will not be punished; and yet Zaheera Sheikh

who lost 12 members of her family including her father

was sentenced on technical grounds to one year in prison.

These are the constructed situations which help KFD to

concretise its foundations.



Misreporting on Sangh Parivar and police

atrocities in coastal Karnataka

G. Rajashekhar

H. Pattabhirama Somayaji

The violence in Mangalore during the first week of October

could not be termed ‘riots’ in the usual sense and a few

observations are necessary before examining media

reportage of recent events. Coastal Karnataka has the

highest literacy rate in the state. Newspapers here have

not only a very wide circulation, they are also very influential.

This is similarly true of other media. Two newspapers with

the widest circulation in the coastal belt, Udayavani and

Vijaya Karnataka, have successfully planted, at the

common sense level itself, a perception in its readers that

Muslims and Christians are “members of other religions”.

However, such discrimination does not have any basis in

reality. Muslims and Christians are an indistinguishable

part of life in coastal Karnataka. Their language, food

habits, dress – none of these aspects distinguish them

from others in the region. Languages like Beary, Catholic

Konkani and Protestant Kannada, for example. In most

cases, their names alone indicate their religious

affiliations. Nevertheless, all the newspapers in the region

routinely refer to them as “members of the other religion”.

The expression “members of the other religion” is an

ideological construct: it proclaims that Hinduism is the

central religion of India. The Indian Constitution does not

give such centrality to the religion of the majority. Nor do

people in their daily lives observe it.

The immediate cause of the recent violence in Mangalore

was that cows were being transported to a slaughterhouse.



Over the past five years cow transport and beef-eating

have frequently resulted in violence in coastal Karnataka.

Prominent among such incidents is the stripping naked

case in Adi Udupi last year. On the night of Sunday, March

13, 2005, along the highway (NH 17), the youth of a

communal outfit called Hindu Yuva Sena stripped naked

Hajabba (65) and his son Hasanabba (28) and beat them

up, chasing them around for four interminable hours. A

crowd of around 400 people watched this as if it were a

sports event. (A few attempted to stop the violence but to

no avail.) The fact that the father and son duo were

transporting cows (in a Maruti Omni) was the reason for

this brutality. They had bought the cows in the same Adi

Udupi area from an acquaintance who was a cow selling

agent. Buying cows for slaughter was, in fact, Hajabba

and Hasanabba’s profession.

Many similar incidents had occurred in coastal Karnataka

previously but no one had taken any note of them before.

The Adi Udupi incident was, however, reported along with

photographs of the stripped Hajabba and Hasanabba by

Kannada Prabha (a Kannada daily of the Indian Express

group). The legislature also debated the incident. Several

rallies condemning the Adi Udupi incident were held in

coastal Karnataka. One such massive protest rally was

held in Udupi on March 19, 2005. While reporting the

event, the region’s mainstream Kannada daily, Udayavani

resorted to calumny. The protest procession and rally

comprised nearly 10,000 people, some of whom were

carrying flags bearing a crescent and a star on a green

background. On March 20, 2005, Udayavani printed a

photograph of the flag with the bold caption – a lie – that it

was the Pakistani flag being waved. The paper lied further,

saying that processionists in the rally shouted ‘Pakistan

Zindabad’ slogans. The Pakistani flag is in fact quite



different and has a vertical white stripe on the left. The

flags carried by some people during the rally were those

often found flying atop madrassas and masjids. Karnataka

Komu Souharda Vedike (Karnataka Communal Harmony

Forum) then held a protest meet outside the Udayavani

head office against its treachery. The superintendent of

police and the district commissioner clarified that the flags

held by the protesters were not Pakistan flags and that no

‘Pakistan Zindabad’ slogans were shouted. (Where was

the need for such a clarification anyway? Thousands had

witnessed the procession as it passed through the main

streets of Udupi at 3 p.m.)

On the next day (March 21), Udayavani expressed its

regrets on the front page. However, its treachery had

already yielded fruit. The Adi Udupi incident had been an

embarrassment to the Sangh Parivar. In the immediate

aftermath of the incident, Udupi’s BJP leaders were quick

to distance themselves from events and issued

statements to that effect. But once Udayavani had printed

this treacherous report, the Sangh Parivar pounced on

the opportunity and organised massive processions and

rallies against Muslims throughout the district. In the

procession and rally held at Udupi, vicious obscenities

were shouted against Muslims. Many Muslim shops, on

the procession’s path and elsewhere, were stoned.

Udayavani did not report this.

“Hindu opposition” to beef-eating is a recent development.

It emerged in the aftermath of the Ram Janmabhoomi

movement. Karnataka does have a Prevention of Cow

Slaughter Act but it does not categorically, or even

completely, ban cow slaughter. The Act provides for the

slaughter of cows that do not yield milk, do not bear calves

and are older than 12 years as also the slaughter of oxen



that are no longer useful. But butchers need to procure

licences from panchayats, municipalities and city

corporations. Slaughterhouses are required to maintain

a standard of cleanliness. Cattle to be slaughtered must

be healthy. Such cattle should be transported, without

hurting them, in vehicles meant especially for such

transport. Such are the provisions of this Act. In other

words, it is an Act to which the description ‘the law is an

ass’ fits perfectly! In order to properly implement the Act,

the police would need to know the language of cows or,

better still, cows would themselves have to testify in law

courts.

Be that as it may, given that the law exists, who is

responsible for implementing such laws – the police or

the Bajrang Dal? And if the transport of cows is a crime,

why is selling them not a crime? Do beef-eaters eat beef

deliberately so as to hurt Hindus? Who gave the Hindutva

brigade the authority to determine who should eat what?

The dailies in coastal Karnataka brush aside all such

questions and act on the assumption that beef-eating is a

most grievous crime. Thus vehicles transporting cattle are

stopped, the people in the vehicles are beaten up, their

belongings are looted; yet the dailies in coastal Karnataka

refuse to consider these actions crimes.

The chief cause of the Mangalore violence in October

2006 was the October 5 district bandh call issued by the

Bajrang Dal (protesting the purported transport of cows

at Kudroli, Mangalore) and the October 6 district bandh

call issued by the Sri Rama Sene (protesting the arrest of

Hindutva leader Pramod Mutalik at Chikmagalur). Two

people were murdered during the violence and both those

killed were Muslims. Both murders were pre-planned.

During the violence, which lasted for three or four days,



Muslims incurred severe economic losses. But the

newspapers and the media in coastal Karnataka did not

highlight this. In fact, this time round, all newspapers and

media (except the Muslim-owned Vartha Bharati)

unanimously covered up the truth. This is a new

development.

None of the newspapers or media (apart from Vartha

Bharati) carried a single sentence about the police

atrocities at Ullal, Bunder and Goodina Bali. This, too, is

a new development.

Mangalore media persons cannot claim they knew nothing

about it – especially since Vartha Bharati in its October 9

and October 12, 2006 issues had published detailed

reports about police atrocities in Mangalore.

The fact that the press consciously resolved to suppress

the truth became evident later, at a press conference called

by a fact-finding team, and from the behaviour of a reporter

who was watched silently by – like Bhishma and Drona in

the Mahabharata’s Kaurava Durbar – fellow press

persons.

As a result of such strong resolve, the press reported

instead the inconveniences faced by people during the

curfew: in buying milk, fruits and vegetables, rather than

reporting on Sangh Parivar and police atrocities against

Muslims. Going a step further, The Times of India

(Mangalore edition) described the guidance police

provided to stranded commuters at the Mangalore railway

station under the headline “Friendly policemen Win

Hearts” (The Times of India, October 8, 2006, page 3).

The Hindu (Mangalore edition) admired the police for

being on duty for 22 continuous hours, without thought for



food or drink, during the curfew period. According to the

paper, the police department was now confronted with

the singular Herculean task of supplying food to the police

personnel on duty during curfew hours (The Hindu,

October 8, 2006, page 3). On the same page, the paper

carried another detailed report praising the swiftness of

the “Rapid Intervention (police) vehicles”! The press was

far more loyal than the king!



Communal Riots in Mangalore: A Primary

Report by the Fact-finding team 

The communal riots which started on 6 October and went
on for 4 to 5 days has been one of the most distressing
riots in the recent history of Karnataka. Any peace-loving
citizen concerned with human rights is ought to be
responsible for tracing the root cause of this unrest and
speculating on redress. With this objective, People’s
Democratic Forum (PDF), Bangalore initiated a fact-
finding venture. On 18 October and 19 October 2006, in
collaboration with the Karnataka Communal Harmony
Forum, it undertook a visit to the riot-hit places. 42 people
in 4 groups visited Mangalore, and Subhash Nagara,
Mukkaccheri, Kotepura, Mastikatte, Padavu, Tokkodu,
Kottaru —places around Ullala; Surinke, Tadambailu,
Krishnapura, Kavuru — places around Suratkal; Arkula,
Farangipete, B.C.Road, Gudinabali, Bajpe, Pollali,
Adduru—places around Bantvala; Mangalore harbor, Bijai,
Kudroli, Padilu, Viranagara, Faisalnagara, Kochchara,
and Alake. The members met people from both
communities who were affected by riots, and business
groups whose establishments were attacked. They
visited places which were ravaged by police atrocities.
Meeting the wounded in the hospitals, they also met and
spoke to the kin of the deceased in riots. They met the
IGP Satyanarayana Rao, Mayor Ashraf, leaders of various
political parties and the members of several
organizations. 

The fact-finding team: Subbanna and Prof. Sudhakar
(HRF, Andhra Pradesh),  Kranti Chaitanya (APCLC,
Andhra Pradesh), Damayanti (CPCL, Tamilnadu), Prof.
Bandukvala (PUCL, Gujarat), Prof. Babaiah and Prof.
Ramaswamy (PDF, Bangalore), Isaac Arun Selva and
Chandrashekhar (PUCL, Bangalore), Uvaraj, Adarsha,
Deepu, Rashmi, Sanjana (Pedestrian Pictures,
Bangalore), Shashikala Belagali (CSAAAW, Bangalore),



Chitra and Gouri (Vimochana, Bangalore), G. Rajashekhar
(Udupi), Pattabhirama Somayaji, Suresh Bhat
(Mangalore), Shashikant (IPTA, Bangalore), K. L. Ashok,
(Secretary, Karnataka Communal Harmony Forum), and
members and leaders of various people’s organizations
in Mangalore and Udupi, comprised the fact-finding team.
 

This primary report is a result of the visit that took note of
the socio-economic situation of coastal Karnataka and
the events that have shaped it during the past years. A
complete and detailed report will be made available
shortly. 

Observations: Through analyzing the newspaper reports,
public opinions from the riot-ridden regions, opinions of
the important public figures and political parties, many
important observations that had emerged during
interviews with the public, along with the explanations and
justifications that the local ministers and administration
departments had given, following facts became clear.
Supposedly the reason or excuse for the riots has been
the news that a vehicle transporting cattle hit two cars,
injured a woman, and sped away. The credibility of this
report, however, was not established. But the members
of Bajrang Dal gave a call for bundh on 5 October. The
next day, Sri Rama Sene gave another call for bundh,
allegedly on account of Pramod Mutalik’s arrest in
Chikmagalur. Taking into account the Karnataka bundh
on 4 October and the curfew that was imposed on 7, 8
and 9 October 2006, the public life in Mangalore had been
paralyzed for consecutive 7 days. In addition, on 3 October,
during the procession of immersion of Sharada’s idol,
violence had erupted in Bajpe, the outskirts of Mangalore.
Local muslims had raised objection to a tableau that was
a part of this procession. Whether their objection was right
or misplaced, is not the issue here. What is important is
that they had represented their objection in a legal way by
submitting a written complaint to the police. police and



the local (BJP) ministers themselves had requested the
organizers of procession to remove the objectionable
tableau. But the organizers refused to concede. Instead
they stopped the idol of Sharada in the middle of the
course, and on the road. On the same night, 7 Muslim
shops and 2 Hindu shops were looted in the very presence
of the police. Thus the situation in Mangalore was highly
explosive. The Mangalore police should have taken
precautionary measures. On account of the Dattamala
event, sponsored and organized by Sangh Parivar in
Chikmagalur during the same time, the police force in
Mangalore was less than the usual. 

Two murders (both the victims being Muslims) that took
place during the Mangalore riots were planned well in
advance. Abdul Gafoor, the Imam of Bijai Mosque, was
murdered within the premises of the Mosque on 6 October
2006, the last day of Ramzan fast. The people around the
Mosque said that the sword used for killing him was a
special one, unavailable locally and brought from North
India. (Many independent fact-finding reports have made
it clear that similar types of swords had been used in the
Gujarat carnage of 2002). Abdul Gafoor had been
murdered in one stroke. The killers had gained access to
Bijai Mosque by jumping over a high wall near the Mosque.

Another victim killed during the riots was Ibrahim from the
village Boliyaru. When the incident occurred, he had been
traveling in an ambulance to escort a relative to the airport.
Due to bundh on Friday, and since his relative Ashraf had
to leave for Dubai on the same day, Ibrahim had booked
an ambulance belonging to Somayaji Hospital, Bantwal.
Along with him, there were seven people in the
ambulance. The killers came in 3-4 motorbikes and were
carrying swords and machetes. They stopped the
ambulance on the road and demanded: “Who is the one
here, leaving for Gulf?” All these evidences point to
premeditated violence.



On Friday, the day the riots started, around 6 pm, about
8-10 houses had been attacked along with instances of
stone-pelting towards the Muslim households on the
roadside. CRPF police had barged into the Muslim
households, beaten up women and children, destroyed
TV, Radio and other equipments, looted the available
cash, mobile phone, and gold jewellery, pushed the men-
folk —young and old alike— into the van and transported
them to the Bellary jail. The team noted that most of these
men were students. The women still can not figure out
why their men had been taken away. The team eye-
witnessed the broken doors, shattered widow-panes,
showcases, TVs and other equipments in these houses.
60 people have been arrested in Ullal. In Mangalore
Harbor, police have vandalized 10 households, arresting
12 people. In Gudina Bali, Bantwal, police have broke
into the Muslim houses giving no reason for their action,
destroyed household articles and arrested some men. In
B.C. Road, Bantwal, 11 shops belonging to Muslims have
been vandalized in the very presence of the police,
destroying footwear, mobile phones, radios, clothes,
watches, and other articles.  

The team tried to verify the factuality of these reports and
hence tried to contact continually the leaders of Sangh
Parivar and its affiliates. What surprised the team was
that the leaders of Bhajarang Dal, Vishva Hindu Parishat
and RSS consistently refused to give any details regarding
the events. 

Role of Media: Another fact that caused anxiety to the
team was that the media had resorted to prejudiced and
unilateral reporting of the events. Barring a few instances,
the media of the undivided Dakshina Kannada District
have been plagued by bias. This indeed is a matter of
great anxiety and concern. 

Police Reports: The only police officer that the team
succeeded in meeting was DGP Satyanarayana Rao from



the West Zone. He did not refute the saffronization of even
the police department. But his opinion was that the
Muslims take part in events like bomb explosions and
hence the police are tough with them. However, he later
accepted that the Gudina Bali bomb explosion that he
quoted was actually an explosion of crackers. 

The police statistics of the injured victims is as follows:
the number affected by incidents like stabbing and others
is 148, among which 56 are Hindus and 84 are Muslims.
But actually the number of complaints recorded so far is
272, out of which 125 have been registered by the Hindus
while it is 117 by the Muslims. Police themselves have
registered 30 cases. Two Muslims have been killed in
riots. A major fact admitted by the DGP was that the riots
erupted as a response to the bundh call. This call was
given by the affiliate organizations of Sangh Parivar. 

Responding to the allegation that most of the arrested
Muslims had been transported to the distant Bellary jail,
he said that the initially arrested ones were put in
Mangalore and Karwar jails, and that the later ones were
sent to Bellary. He even said that some of them have not
been arrested due to paucity of space in jails. The team
observed that these “not-yet-arrested” ones were more
Hindus named by the Muslim complainants than the
Muslims named by the Hindu complainants. Further,
responding to the specific allegation that the police do
not arrest the ones named by the Muslim complainants—
an impression deeply entrenched in the Muslim
community—he said that arrests can not be made based
on mere complaints. Though it is an ethical stance,
whether the police would respond to both the complainants
similarly is a question still un-answered. Even the
discrimination in the amount of compensation given to
those affected in riots points towards the pro-Hindu and
anti-Muslim stance of district administration. 



The instances quoted so far are only some that give a
glimpse of the larger reality. More details will be provided
in an elaborate report. Following are the conclusions the
team could come to after a detailed analysis of several
reports and statistics. 

On Muslims’ Reaction :The team also observed that
there had been several instances of Muslims  resorting to
attacks as a response. In some instances, this had been
in their self-defense and in places like Farangipet and
Mastikatte, there have been instances of mass stone-
pelting, and shop-looting. In some others Hindus have been
stabbed gravely. Often, these instances were in self-
defense since the police did not come to their rescue in
spite of being present in the vicinity, while in others they
have taken the form of mass- response. The team noted
that, for the past 3-4 years, the police in collaboration with
the Sangh Parivar that was ever ready to trigger riots under
the pretext of preventing cow-slaughter or defending Hindu
girls’ honor who were supposedly teased by the Muslims,
has been deeply biased against the Muslims and been
attacking them unilaterally. The torture and desperation
that the Muslim community has been subjected to over
the years has been brought to the flashpoint by triggering
these riots. 

One can only say that these instances reflect the
communal-sensitive atmosphere and the challenges in
restoring the communal harmony in Mangalore. It is
beyond contention that the saffronizing attempts by the
followers of Hindutva and the grand indifference of the
administration towards the minority community have been
responsible for the present situation. That these
‘developments’ have been successfully breeding hatred
and impatience in the minority communities and that they
are mobilizing themselves is a matter of anxiety and
concern. How does one understand the situation if she/
he does not take into account the anxieties of the minority
community, but perceives it simplistically as the attack by



the followers of Hindutva and the response of the Muslims,
is still a question that looms large. 

Resolutions 

1. Sangh Parivar and its affiliate organizations have
incited premeditated and organized communal
riots with an intention to attack the minority
community.

2. Police have committed horrific atrocities against
the Muslims and the police department has been
gravely communalized.

3. Police have prevented registering complaints
against the rioters.

4. The minority community has lost faith in the
government that has failed in rescuing them.
Unfortunately, this has been the cause of their
retaliatory attacks.

5. It is evident that these attacks have been aimed at
destroying the modes of economic sustenance of
the minority community.

Demands 

1. Since it is clear that the people have lost faith in
the police, an independent inquiry should be
conducted by a Judge in service. This inquiry
should be done within stipulated time.

2. Immediate action should be taken against those
police officials who perpetrated atrocities against
the minority community.

3. False cases registered by the police should be
withdrawn.



4. FIRs related to the police atrocities should be put
up in the respective police stations.

5. Effective steps should be taken to restore public
faith in the state, administration and police.

6. Government should take up, on a war footing,
measures to restore the mutual trust and
confidence in the two communities.  
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